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Green deal
• The European green deal: “Striving to be the first climate-neutral continent”
• A voluntary agreement to promote the circular economy and climate change
mitigation
• One of the green deal’s goals is to reduce emissions in the building sites with
the help of public procurement
• Green deal agreement between Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency and
The Finnish Ministry of Environment was signed in April
• Emission sources in the construction sites are for example, heating, work
machinery and transport to and from and within construction sites. One
estimation is that about 8 % of the carbon dioxide emissions are caused by
construction machinery.
• Finland is aiming to be a carbon-neutral and fossil-free society by 2035
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• by tightening the European vehicle emission standards for pollution

Ways to
reduce
emissions on
construction
sites

• by using machines that run on eco-friendly energy (hydrogen,
electricity, natural gas and fossil-free fuels)
• by replacing electricity and heating produced with fossil fuels on
construction sites with electricity from renewable energy sources or
district heating
• by fuel-efficient driving and machine use
• by training personnel, introducing more energy-efficient working
methods and operational procedures

The main potential lies in
worksite functions
(machinery and logistics),
the use of nearby soil and
rock materials, and the use
of recycled and recovered
materials as well as lowcarbon building materials.
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Content of
the FTIA’s
green deal
agreement

• The agreement covers emissions from work machines, material
transportation, heating and electricity within the construction sites
• For now the agreement only applies to investment projects in a
demanding operating environment, i.e. mainly road projects in urban
areas
• The agreement defines the European vehicle emission standards:
-> for non-road diesel engines (NRMM) the requirement is Stage IV
-> for heavy-duty diesel engines (trucks) the requirement is Euro VI
• Using zero-emission energy in construction sites:
-> the goal is 5 % of machinery and trucks are fossil-free by 2025
-> the goal is 20 % of machinery and trucks are fossil-free by 2030
• Information sharing of the concept and the best practices
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Challenges

• Challenges of electric machines
• availability of electricity outside urban areas
• poor availability or pool model selection of electrical working
machines
• price; the price of the electrical work machine can be even twice of
the corresponding diesel machine – big investment
• the work cycle determines the energy consumption (the same
machine is often used for many different purposes)
• organizing the charging infrastructure at the site (electricity
connections, battery storage, etc.)
• Work machines have rather long life cycle and the availability of
machines using zero-emission alternatives is partly weak

• Availability of biofuels is sometimes a significant challenge
• Vehicle emissions manipulation
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Decisions to be made
Practices to monitor emissions
• on-line solutions to measure the fuel consumption and
emissions of machines and vehicles?
• contractors reports and documentation?
• follow-up meetings and/or random checks?
The content of the environmental plan for energy saving and
emission reduction in contracts
The use of possible reward system in the procurements
The content of the procurement criteria: how to retain fair
and functional competition on the market (other contractors
are more prepared than others)

Other
research and
development
projects

National Emission Database for Infrastructure Construction
• life-cycle-based database for calculating greenhouse gas emissions
from infrastructure construction (life-cycle phases A1 –A5)
• the idea is that the database is used to perform calculations of
typical infrastructure projects based on the most relevant input data
• database will include emissions data for building materials,
construction products, and services
• the service will be an open, online service providing objective data
free of charge
• commissioned by FTIA and developed by the Finnish Environment
Institute
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Other
research and
development
projects

The Infrastructure Cost Management System (Ihku)
• A new cost management solution for various infrastructure projects
in Finland
• The aim is that the greenhouse gas emissions from National
Emission Database could be linked to Ihku’s cost calculation
procedure
• The Ihku alliance hasn’t done decisions yet
• https://ihkuallianssi.fi/ihku-in-english/
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Other
research and
development
projects

Promoting circular economy in construction projects
• Increasing the use of recycled materials

• Deciding low-carbon key factors for procurement criteria
Adaptation to climate change
Development of environmental information management
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Alternative solutions together with
operational changes can enable
emission-free construction sites.

The public sector can act as a pioneer
in the utilization of alternative
operating forces and at the same time
create demand and conditions for the
development of the low-emission
solutions and their wider introduction.
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Thank you!

Paula Kajava
Specialist, Environmental issues of infrastructure
construction
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paula.kajava@vayla.fi
+358 50 3377 876
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